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Abstract. Knowledge management is key for any organization. Huge
amount of data is made available to organizations by pervasive tech-
nologies such as smart mobile devices. However, the knowledge to use
such data is still missing, and organizations typically fail to exploit it.
This paper proposes an architectural design that aims at addressing such
problem. It focuses on knowledge management for collaborative systems
in which complex and multicausal situations are presented to interacting
actors on a large geographical area with possible low connectivity.

1 Motivation

In terms of information and communications technology (ICT), an effective in-
formation system is one that provides users with the necessary information to
meet environmental requirements [1]. Web technology worldwide and electronic
networks have created an environment where the physical location is not impor-
tant. From the last two decades, advances in ICT have created the conditions to
integrate and coordinate information from different actors and build knowledge
from them. At this point it is important to distinguish between data, informa-
tion and knowledge [2]. Data are facts of the physical world obtained through
observation. The information adds to those data the necessary context to obtain
a meaning of them. Although the information may be used to make decisions,
by itself is not enough. It is required prior learning and experience to interpret
this information (i.e.,contextualized data). This context, together with the cor-
responding information is knowledge, which allows to constitute a judgment on
reality and take actions on it.

The purpose of this paper is the proposal of a reference model for describing
and implementing collaborative systems based on ubiquitous computing. The
primary motivation of this proposal is based on the field of application of the
systems to be developed, which have to do with complex, multi-causal, possibly
extraordinary situations involving the interaction of different actors, in a large
geographical area, with potentially low level of connectivity. In a different way,
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these systems must interact with unfavorable contexts both in its technological
infrastructure and its environmental particularities. The work focuses on the
collection of data in a non-urban terrain, with sporadic visitors, like Patagonian
region. In this regard, transformation of the data into information, will allow the
building and extraction of knowledge of the Patagonian region. It is worth noting
that in the context of this research knowledge is represented through statistical
indicators that will support a wise decision making.

It is important to remark that the software application, for the previously
described domain, are intended to be specified by domain experts, possibly with
no computing skills. This is, according to the variability of the potential sce-
narios, it is necessary to count with a certain degree of experience in order to
manipulate the collected data. In this regard, a domain expert is appropriate
for this task. However, in general, the expert will not have sufficient computing
or programming skills to develop a complete system, as it would a computer
expert. Consequently, the reference model proposed should consider this aspect
and provide the flexibility and mechanisms to allow an expert user to be able to
define the software application.

In the here presented approach, collaborative systems are meant for tackling
situations in large, heterogeneous and even unpredictable contexts. As mentioned
above, a main actor is the Domain Expert, which is interested in obtaining infor-
mation from the environment. Furthermore, he is the one who should define the
software application in order to meets his requirements. Nonetheless, another
necessary actor present in the system is the one in charge of collecting data, the
Data Collector. This is an actor possibly inexperienced and yet with no partic-
ular interest in the information obtained, but in the process of gathering that
information.

With all the contribution of this paper is the proposal of an architecture for
collaborative systems, addressed to expert users of a particular domain, who
require to manage information in order to make decisions that:

P1. Allow Domain Experts define the data they were seeking and the way in
which these data are converted into displayable information automatically
(no third-party development, only involve the intervention of the expert or
team of experts in the domain).

P2. Allow changing the above definition at any time, due to volatile information
requirements, which emphasizes the variability of the final applications both
for displaying information (for Domain Experts) as for the implementation
of data collection (for Data Collectors).

P3. Allow data collection regardless of connectivity or other conditions that are
already mentioned in the article.

P4. Allow data sources to be managed in a certain agnostic way, allowing to
obtain:
(a) Data collected by Data Collectors, mainly focused on the use of mobile

devices
(b) Data from sensors and other such devices
(c) Data obtained from repositories
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P5. Allow deriving automatically the mobile data collection applications for use
by Data Collectors

P6. Allow users to reward collaborators, for example, by creating a scenario of
gamification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a broad review of
related works is performed; the proposal of an architecture to develop this kind
of systems is done in Section 3; in Section 4 an application case is presented to
illustrate the proposal; finally, conclusions are exposed in Section 5.

2 Related Works

Some works propose different levels of standardization of communication proto-
cols to ease the interoperability of heterogeneous systems. A generic framework
for cooperative multi-issue one-to-many negotiations is proposed in [3]. The need
for a common way to abstract the heterogeneity of devices is outlined in [4], when
working on collaboration policy generation technique to govern dynamic collab-
oration in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) systems. Dynamic collaboration
allows two parties not knowing each other to establish their collaboration proto-
col at runtime [5]. In [6] the authors employ code generation techniques and use
common abstractions, operations and mechanisms at all system levels to support
uniform system of systems composition. The complexity of the communication in
collaboration system depends on the integration and negotiation of diverse and
heterogeneous community societies like companies, governments, universities,
ONG, etc. Some of them in the direction of infrastructure towards coordination,
switching and choreography of information in heterogeneous systems [3,5,7], oth-
ers in specifying semantics and standardizing protocols to communicate devices
and systems [4, 6]. The two previously mentioned alternatives need the concept
of data transformation like a graph-based transformation approach proposed in
“Towards Choreography Model Transformation via Graph Transformation” [8]
or a XSLT transformation model based on XML syntax proposed in “Sociedad
de la Información-Switch Transaccional” [7]. The works mentioned above are
focused in the description of a particular part of a middleware. They proposed
different alternatives to amalgamate heterogeneous messages, transactions or
another communication unit more abstract than a packet.

As was mentioned in Section 1, in this paper a distinction is made between a
Computer Expert and a Domain Expert. Following some relevant works oriented
to the former are contrasted. In [9] a new interpretation of the Internet-of-Things
(IoT) is presented. The authors allow end users to manage the sensing resources
populating the involved devices, not just the mere data output they produce,
by using virtual devices in the cloud. The model is focused in sensing/actuating
devices without human intervention. In this regard, heterogeneity is given by the
different kinds of resources (devices) available, which in our proposal would con-
stitute one data source. A similar approach concerning management of hetero-
geneity is presented in [10] and [11]. The proposal is centered in Cyber-Physical
Systems, which report data from sensors to different databases. Although the
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architecture proposed is very interesting and could be extended to other data
sources, the objective of the papers was to reduce energy consumption by lower-
ing the communication rate. In [12] the authors proposed an architecture similar
to the one proposed in this paper. One of the aspects they focused is maintain
consistency between transactions. To this, they based their approach in graphs
and logic clocks.

Other important aspect of the collaboration system architecture is the adap-
tive functionality of the components needed to interconnect systems to solve
a domain specific problem. In this regard an interesting approach is presented
in [13], which provides a generic software and middleware components to ease
the design and development of mass market context-aware applications built
above the Internet of Things. In [14] the authors made a proposal to ease the
development process of Agent-Based Pervasive Systems, providing the user with
a set of abstractions that ease the implementation of Pervasive Systems and the
deployment of a platform for their execution. Finally, also in IoT application
domain, [4] presents a semantic web knowledge representation technologies and
interaction with devices and the physical world to achieve access and modifying
their virtual representations.

The approaches described in the previous paragraph are centered in a specific
domain. In what follows, a set of articles which pursuit the objective of being
oriented to Domain Experts, are analyzed. A recent work can be found in [15].
The authors report an ontology-based visual query system to specify and extract
data of interest for non-technical users. The article is centered in usability and
consequently not the architecture nor the middleware are described. In addition,
the work does not consider heterogeneous sources in the sense that they are es-
tablished here. A full architectural description that manages heterogeneous data
sources is presented in [16]. Finally, another detailed description of an architec-
ture and its components is proposed in [17]. An interesting contribution is given
by a file format used for exchanging multimedia content. Another contribution is
the inclusion of a Message agent, that handles message queuing through a “store
and forward” mechanism and that translates messages, providing the usable
information to upper layer applications.

To sum up, it is important to emphasize the difference between the different
approaches presented in this section and the proposal of this paper. In partic-
ular, some of the approaches do not consider the expert user as playing a “de-
veloper role” (also known as end-user development). On the contrary, the user
is taken as a passive receiver of the information, but not as the one who set the
basis, parameters and design the application to gather that information. Hav-
ing an Domain Expert acting as a developer and counting with an architecture
and mechanisms to support that task, extends the number of possible scenarios
and domains to consider. Consequently, the experts reduce their dependence on
Computer Experts, when their information requirements slightly change or new
decision scenarios are presented. In addition, another actor plays a key role, the
Data Collectors, which are not interested in the results nor in the development,
but in the process.
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3 An Architecture for Collaborative Systems

A Collaborative System is one in which its components are inherently dis-
tributed, data is collected from different sources, information is obtained by
processing data in a particular context and knowledge is produced to fulfill the
requirements of an expert in a particular field of interest. Any entity or role
played by a person or another system consisting in gathering data through au-
tomatic, electric, mechanical, observed or indirect means, satisfying sources D1.,
D2. or D3. is considered a Data Collector.

As mentioned in Section 1, in general three data sources are considered:

D1. Data collected by collaborating users
D2. Data from sensors and other such devices
D3. Data obtained from repositories

Fig. 1. Architecture for Collaborative Systems based on Ubiquitous Computing.

Figure 1 shows the architecture proposed in this paper for tackling Collab-
orative Systems. From top to bottom it can be seen how the expert’s wishes
traverse multiple phases until being concretely implemented. The boxes repre-
sent components which perform data transformations or products which are the
generated by those transformations. The arrows represent the direction of the
information flows. The idea behind it is as follows.

The expert in a particular field intents to obtain information from its appli-
cation domain. That information comes from data that is gathered from multiple
sources that is eventually contextualized. The different sources from which it can
obtain the information gives the context in a certain level of detail. For exam-
ple, if information is taken from sensors they must be normalized and electrical
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measures turned into physical quantities. On the other hand, if information re-
trieval from a patents repository is chosen (so technological vigilance protocols
are used), the gathered information is already contextualized.

In addition, the expert defines a series of statistical indicators the he wants
to get from the information obtained.

Note that the previous paragraphs also establish a workflow for developing
a Collaborative Systems. Figure 2 shows a sketch of that workflow.

Fig. 2. Workflow for Developing a Collaborative Systems.

To the aims of this proposal, information could be obtained from three main
sources. The first one is collected through human intervention by means of a
smartphone app (D1.). This app could be as simple as a data collector similar to
filling in a spreadsheet; or more complex like a game [18] or citizen science [19]
app. The second information source is from an embedded system, in which case
the expert has to define the communication protocol with that system (D2.).
The third source is constituted by online repositories (D3.), which are accessed
through technological vigilance protocols [20].

The former concerns the requirements definitions made by an expert in a
particular application domain. In the specific case of this paper, the architec-
ture has to consider some non-functional constraints, which have to do with the
environmental conditions of Patagonian region itself. These aspects include com-
munication mechanisms in a wide area, energy-aware devices, data consistency
and availability of data and devices, among others.

Independently of the information source, the decision made by the expert is
then traversed through a chain of tools that perform transformations on each
step resulting in products that feed the next step. In general, the graphical model
defined by the expert is then transformed into a syntactical model, which is then
transformed into an executable code. The generated code would be downloaded
to a smart device, integrated to the embedded system or deployed in a server to
retrieve information.
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4 Collaborative Knowledge in the Wool Production

In this section, an application case in which the authors are working is presented.
It is focused in a particular productive sector in the agriculture field, which is
the wool sector.

Currently the process of shearing is done manually and with registration of
all information with low-tech methods: analog scales, bale processing cards made
by hand, recording of all information made on handwritten forms. In order to
establish a set of best practices, the Ministry of Agriculture implemented the
PROLANA Program for the purpose of regulating the activity, but mainly to
ensure the wool export process, improving international ratings of Argentinian
wool. By improving this rating, producers are enabled to obtain better interna-
tional prices.

PROLANA has detected that the main problems encountered in the shearing
process are:

1. Errors in weighing the bale;
2. Failures in registering the burden weighing on the scoresheet wool book;
3. Inability to record the weight of the burden on the individual card thereof;
4. Mismatch between the kind of wool recorded on the card and the one regis-

tered on the scoresheet wool book;
5. Registration of kinds of “non-existent” wool;
6. Letter and / or illegible numbers;
7. Forget to include the identification card of each bale;
8. Creating bundles “twins”, by doubling the number of burden;

The actors involved in the shearing process are:

Wool Conditioner: His main purpose is to supervise the overall process of
shearing and quality control of wool packaging. PROLANA certifies its work
and is responsible of capturing data in field.

Shearing Company: Its purpose is to execute the overall shearing process
in the field. PROLANA enables his work and guarantee and regulate their
contracts.

Producer: His main purpose is to offer his wool to the association of the
wool export system. PROLANA guarantee the quality process control of the
shearing and proper stowage and storage of wool until exporting process.

PROLANA: Its main purpose is to guarantee the overall quality process of
shearing wool, packaging, stowage and storage, and properly export of it.

In addition to the multiplicity of actors involved in the shearing process,
interested organizations such as the Ministry and the Livestock Associations
are added. It is therefore necessary to have a platform to work with all the
actors mentioned in the first instance and to ensure the reliability of information
acquired at different points in the process.

This project seeks to provide sheep producers in the Patagonian region a
semiautomatic electronic recording mechanism. This device (commonly a rugged
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handheld) can be connected to an electronic scale to automatically record the
weight of the bales. In addition, the equipment must be compatible with a print-
ing mechanism which has its own battery and battery charger. This would allow
to comply with all registration requirements that PROLANA has and minimizes
errors in loading and transferring of information.

The information stored by a team will be loaded in a software specially
designed to automatically make the summary of the wool book with electronic
signature (Wool Conditioner, Producer, Shearing Company) and then move to
print worksheets and their respective summary wool book with the necessary
information.

The information will be transmitted to the PROLANA server located in Raw-
son, the capital city of Chubut. This will allow each wool book information, to
be available immediately in the PROLANA’s central of information.In addition
to the information for the producer, PROLANA builds statistical indicators that
allow a conscious decision making process and political planning.

For the particular case of a D1.-based system, such as the one presented
in this section, the architecture becomes a double case of a 3-tier architecture
[21], as it is shown in Figure 3: a global 3-tier, which includes a server for
collecting information and processing it; and a local 3-tier, deployed in several
smart devices.

Fig. 3. Two 3-tier architectures.

The main objective is to avoid loading the wrong information about wool
production of the Province of Chubut. Nonetheless, PROLANA also uses the
information to plan the actions to be taken in the next years. Thus, building
knowledge. Note that an inherent consequence of it, is the variability of the infor-
mation requirements that may exist for the next production of wool, because of
the knowledge acquired. This exposes a mutual reliance between the information
system and the physical world. To sum up, the presented case shows how the
architecture proposed adapts to the following premises enumerated in Section 1:
P2., P3., P4.(a), P4.(b), P5. and P6.
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5 Conclusions and Future Works

The fact of having a reference model to obtain knowledge from field data is ex-
tremely useful in decision making. Knowledge is built from different information
sources, which in terms are contextualized data gathered from the field. In the
context of this paper, the system must interact with unfavorable contexts both in
its technological infrastructure and its environmental particularities. The work
focuses on the collection of data in a non-urban terrain, with sporadic visitors,
like Patagonian region. These kinds of systems can be classified as Collabora-
tive based on Ubiquitous Computing, since the collection of data is done in an
environment of sparse population and, in many cases, by means of embedded
autonomous systems.

In order construct that knowledge, a reference model is needed. In this pa-
per, the contribution made is the proposal of an architecture to manage those
kinds of collaborative systems. Finally, a representative application case was
exposed. The case illustrated the importance and applicability of the proposal
done in this paper. Our approach could fit with unexpected and variable scenar-
ios where information could be defined by Domain Experts without computing
skills. For instance, urban traffic information, businesses’ statistical information
or biological observation.

The future works are related to two lines that we are working on. In the
first one, we are detailing the proposed architecture under the 4+1 architectural
view model, defining formally the model for supporting this kind of systems and
applying a consistency protocol for the middleware. Secondly, and considering
some good practices of the end-user development literature, we are working in
the domain experts tool prototype. With it, he would be able to define the
mappings of the model, from establishing communication protocols to setting
the data he wants to collect, even when he does not have programming skills.
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